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Mitsubishi Chemical Advanced Materials

Machining of Our Plastics 
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Differences between metal and plastics

Advantages

 Low density = Light weight

 Longer protrusion from clamp

 Faster to machine

 Lighter forces on tool

 Easier to handle in workshop

 No razor-sharp swarf

 Will not rust

 Easy to deburr larger parts

Shortages

 Low temperature resistance

 Can melt and will hold heat

 Different work holding methods required

 Amorphous plastics – stress cracks

 Acetal – formaldehyde

 Higher thermal expansion rate

 Some continuous swarf.

 Wider tolerance required
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Plastics do vary in hardness, 
brittleness and creep resistance

Amorphous Semicrystalline

 Duratron® PBI

 Duratron® PI

 Duratron® PAI

 Semitron® PAI

 Duratron® PBI

 Duratron® PI

 Duratron® PAI*

 Semitron® PAI

 Semitron® PEI

 Duratron® PEI

 SultronTM PPSU

 SultronTM PPSU

 Semitron® PEEK, PTFE

 Ketron® PEEK

 Techtron® PPS

 Fluorosint® PTFE

 AltronTM PC  Semitron® POM

 Ertalyte® PET-P, Nylatron® PA

 Ertalon® PA, Acetron® POM

 Ertacetal® POM

 TIVAR® UHMW PE

 PMMA

 ABS

 PS

 PVC

 PE 500

 Proteus® PP

 Sanalite® HDPE/PP

 LDPE

450°F

(230°C)

250°F

(120°C)

150°F

(65°C)
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Commodity Grades

General 

Engineering Plastics

Advanced 

Engineering Plastics
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General: Keeping it cool!

Due to poor thermal conductivity and lower melting properties the main skill is to avoid 

heat build up and evacuate swarf. This avoid deformation, stress build up or even 

melting.

 When machining Nylons. UHMW PE and softer materials- go for maximum feed and speed to get swarf away from 

tool and avoid swarf build up or wrap around. 

 Select tools with large clearance to allow swarf evacuation and deeper cuts

 Use milling cutters with two or three flute with higher helix. 

 Try to use air blast or vacuum venturi

 HSS works well but solid carbide is stiffer

 Try to use air blast 

 On glass or carbon fibre use carbide, reduce speed and increase feed rates. 
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Meech Air blasters might really help
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If using coolant on amorphous materials wash immediately 

in ISOPROPYL and pure water post machining

Cooling Plastics

Coolants can be not not required for most machining operations 

(not including drilling and parting off). 

However, for optimum surface finishes and close tolerances, 

non-aromatic, water soluble coolants are suggested. 

Spray mists and pressurized air are very effective means of 

cooling the cutting interface. 

Mineral oil based cutting fluids, although suitable for many metals 

and plastics, may contribute to stress cracking of amorphous 

plastics such as Altron™ PC, Sultron™ PPSU, Duratron® U1000 

PEI, and SultronTM PSU.
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Work holding

 Plastics are more ‘Elastic’ so squeeze when clamped

 They can bow more easily

 Less force is required to cut and there

 Vacuum systems work well for routing and light milling

 Double sided tape can be used for small thin parts

 Invest in high quality clamps for routing and milling 
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Billeting/ cutting

 Circular, band, reciprocating and guillotine saws are generally suitable for cutting thermoplastics

 Set of teeth (clearance between teeth side and body of cutter) 

must be as large as possible to prevent material closing and trapping blade

 Teeth per inch (TPI) must be suited for material- soft low temp materials low TPI

 Filled and thinner materials higher TPI 

Reinforced materials such as Ertalon® 66 GF30, Duratron® T4301 PAI, 

Duratron® T4501 PAI, Duratron® T5503 PAI, Ketron® HPV PEEK, 

Ketron® GF30 PEEK, Ketron® CA30 PEEK, Techtron® HPV PPS, 

Semitron® Esd 410C and Semitron® Esd 520HR are preferably 

cut with a band saw which has a tooth pitch of 4 to 6 mm 

(Duratron® CU60 PBI: 2-3 mm). 

Do not use circular saws, as this usually leads to cracks.
Important !
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Data

c c tc vc b b tb vb

Ertalon® / Nylatron®, Tivar® 10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 45 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 10 50 - 500

Ertacetal®, Semitron® Esd 225 10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 45 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 10 50 - 500

Ertalyte®, Duratron® T4203 / 4503 PAI, Ketron® 1000 PEEK 10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 25 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 10 50 - 400

Altron™ PC, Sultron™ PPSU, Duratron® U1000 PEI, Sultron™ PSU 10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 25 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 6 50 - 400

Ertalon® 66 GF30, Duratron® T4301 / T4501 / T5530 / T4501 PAI, Ketron® HPV 

PEEK / GF30 / CA30, Techtron® HPV PPS, Semitron® Esd 410C / 520 HR
10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 25 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 2 - 3 50 - 200

Duratron® CU60 PBI 10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 25 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 6 25 - 100

Fluorosint® 207 / 500, 

Semitron® Esd 500HR
10 - 15 0 - 15 8 - 45 1,000-3,000 25 - 40 0 - 8 4 - 10 50 - 200

Circular saw 

(carbide tipped)

Band saw

: Relief angle (°)

: Rake angle (°)

t: Pitch (mm)

v: Cutting speed (m/min)

c: circular saw

b: Band saw
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Trouble shooter

Difficulty Melted surface Rough finish Burrs at edge of cut

Cracking of 

chipping of corners Chatter

Common 

cause

1. Tool dull or heel 

rubbing

2. Insufficient side 

clearance

3. Feed rate too slow

4. Spindle speed too 

fast

1. Feed too heavy

2. Incorrect clearance 

angles

3. Sharp point on tool 

(slight nose radius 

required)

4. Tool not mounted 

on center

1. No chamfer 

provided at sharp 

corners

2. Dull tool

3. Insufficient side 

clearance

4. Lead angle not 

provided on tool 

(tool should ease 

out of cut gradually, 

not suddenly)

1. Too much positive 

rake on tool

2. Tool not eased into 

cut (tool suddenly 

hits work)

3. Dull tool

4. Tool mounted below 

center

1. Too much nose 

radius on tool

2. Tool not mounted 

solidly

3. Material not 

supported properly

4. Depth of cut too 

heavy (use 2 cuts)
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Drilling

Small diameter holes 

(0.5 – 25 mm diameter)

High speed steel twist drills generally work well. In order to 

improve heat and swarf removal, frequent pull-outs (peck-

drilling) are necessary. A slow spiral (low helix) drill will 

allow for better swarf removal. 

Plastics can build up heat very easily during drilling operations, especially when hole depths 

are greater than twice the diameter. Therefore a cooling liquid is really recommended.

Large diameter holes 

(25 mm diameter and larger)

It is advised to use drills with a thinned web (dubbed drill) 

in order to reduce friction and hence heat generation. Drill 

large holes stepwise: a bore diameter of 50 mm e.g. 

should be made by drilling successively with  12 mm and 

 25 mm, then by expanding the hole further with large 

diameter drills of with a single boring tool. 

For pilot holes for internal threads always check 

actual cutting size of drill. Most plastics close 

up after drilling. This can make taps tight. TIP ! 
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Drill bits

Thinning of web 

is recommend on larger drills

Spade drills 

can be useful

Insert drill 

on solid pieces 

with right inserts
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Drill: Troubleshooting

Difficulty Tapered hole

Burned of 

melted 

surface

Chipping of 

surfaces Chatter

Feed marks 

or spiral lines 

on inside 

diameter

Oversize 

holes

Undersize 

holes

Holes not 

concentric

Burr 

at cut-off

Rapid dulling 

of drill

Common 

cause

1. Incorrectly 

sharpened 

oil

2. Insufficient 

clearance

3. Feed too 

heavy

1. Wrong 

type drill

2. Incorrectly 

sharpened 

oil

3. Feed too 

light

4. Web too 

thick

1. Feed too 

heavy

2. Clearance 

too great

3. Too much 

rake (thin 

web as 

described)

1. Too much 

clearance

2. Feed too 

light

3. Drill 

overhang 

too great

4. Too much 

rake (thin 

web as 

described)

1. Feed too 

heavy

2. Drill not 

centered

3. Drill ground 

off-center

1. Drill ground 

off-center

2. Web too 

thick

3. Insufficient 

clearance

4. Feed rate 

too heavy

5. Point angle 

too great

1. Dull drill

2. Too much 

clearance

3. Point angle 

too small

1. Feed too 

heavy

2. Spindle 

speed too 

slow

3. Drill-off tool 

leaves nib 

which 

deflects 

drill

4. Web too 

thick

5. Drill speed 

too heavy 

at start

6. Drill not 

mounted 

on center

7. Drill not 

sharpened 

correctly

1. Dull cut-off 

tool

2. Drill does 

not pass 

completely 

through 

piece

1. Feed too 

light

2. Spindle 

speed too 

fast

3. Insufficient 

lubrication 

from 

coolant
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Tapping/ turning threads

 Use of spiral taps is recommended (Not Straight)

 Where possible use Rigid tap CNC Cycles

 Check pilot drill size

 Go for high quality Taps where possible

 Turning threads should be straight forward

 Tools do not have to be as rigid as metal cutting tools

Grades for grooving inserts

Stellram grades SP4030 and SP0436 for grooving inserts are PVD-coated 

grades with a micrograin substrate. They are designed for machining at 

higher speeds and lower feeds. There grades are ideal for use on stainless 

steels and ductile materials. See inch and metric grade descriptions. 

Ultra-Mini internal grooving tools

These inserts are designed for internal machining of small diameters and are available in a range of reaches and groove width-to-length 

ratios. See the full inch and metric Ultra-Mini tool offering. Also see inch and metric Mini-Cut for internal grooving.
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Turning

Tip Geometry

The continuous chip stream produced when 

turning and boring many thermoplastics can 

be handled well using a compressed air 

powered suction system (directly disposing 

the swarf onto a container), in this way 

avoiding the chip wrapping around the 

chunk, the tool or the workpiece.
Turning Tip ! 

Typical turning tool with 

tungsten carbide insert
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Turning tips

 Machines should have cavernous area for swarf

 Avoid conveyor belts 

 For Tubes you can bore one end and put a blank in to support clamp force of jaws

 Consider fixed pressure jaws on new machines

 Crawford Collets very good for plastic

 Use tip designed for non-ferrous metals such as Aluminum or Brass

 Best finish is achieved with 0.8 rad on tips.  

 Use hand diamond lapper to polish gring marks od ground tools. 

 Sometimes it worth grinding insert tips on top face to sharpen front edge

 For improved tolerances, rough out large sections and leave for 24 hours

 Most diameters will grow so aim for lowest dimension when setting

 Consider doing capability studies on your machines.

 Use sliding head for small long sections
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Troubleshooting

Difficulty Melted surface Rough finish Burrs at edge of cut

Cracking of 

chipping of corners Chatter

Turning 

& Boring

Common 

cause

1. Tool dull or heel rubbing

2. Insufficient side 

clearance

3. Feed rate too slow

4. Spindle speed too fast

1. Feed too heavy

2. Incorrect clearance 

angles

3. Sharp point on tool 

(slight nose radius 

required)

4. Tool not mounted on 

center

1. No chamfer provided at 

sharp corners

2. Dull tool

3. Insufficient side 

clearance

4. Lead angle not provided 

on tool (tool should ease 

out of cut gradually, not 

suddenly)

1. Too much positive rake 

on tool

2. Tool not eased into cut 

(tool suddenly hits work)

3. Dull tool

4. Tool mounted below 

center

1. Too much nose radius 

on tool

2. Tool not mounted solidly

3. Material not supported 

properly

4. Depth of cut too heavy 

(use 2 cuts)

Difficulty Melted surface Rough finish Spiral marks

Concave or 

convex surfaces

Nibs or burrs at 

cut-off point

Burns on outside 

diameter

Parting 

(Cutting-off)

Common 

cause

1. Dull tool

2. Insufficient side 

clearance

3. Insufficient coolant 

supply

1. Feed to heavy

2. Tool improperly 

sharpened

1. Tool rubs during its 

retreat

2. Burr on point of tool

1. Point angle not 

great enough

2. Tool not 

perpendicular to 

spindle

3. Tool deflecting

4. Feed tool heavy

5. Tool mounted 

above or below 

center

1. Point angle not 

great enough

2. Dull tool

3. Feed too heavy

1. No chamfer applied 

before cut-off

2. Dull tool
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Milling

 Machines should have cavernous area for swarf

 Use milling cutters with less teeth, higher helix and good clearances

 Avoid conveyor belts 

 For Milling machines consider vacuuming dry chips

 Use of Theme Vacuum plates recommended for plate parts

 Parts can be further supported with surrounds on vacuum plate

 Avoid machining too much of one side of flat plates

 Even stress out where pockets are required on one side with opposing face grooves

 Consider using round billets in some case to overcome small volume restrictions
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Feed direction

Small break, less heat, better finish Large break, more heat, worse finish
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Thread Inserts

Most of our engineering do not need thread inserts but where there are strong vibrations  

or repeated clamping and unclamping.

Most popular is self 

tapping – Tappex

although be cautious

 If using slotted inserts – pre tap some of thread 

 Check that there is no closure after insertion

 Consider inserts with cross hole to cut

Some can be heat 

inserted but this is slower 

and ok for GEP

 Use of spiral taps is recommended (Not Straight)

 Where possible use Rigid tap CNC Cycles

 Check pilot drill size

 Go for high quality Taps where possible

 Turning threads should be straight forward

 Tools do not have to be as rigid as metal cutting 

tools

Try and convince 

customers not to 

use helicoils....?
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De burring

 Most common is to use sharp knives or rotary hook 

# Important to have sharpness

 Counter sink tools like this are recommended as they 

do not cut too deep or chatter

 Hard plastics can be lightly abraded with Wet & Dry

 Rotary stones can be effective on some plastics

 Hot air good for complex GEP profiles
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Manufacturing processes

Extrusion

Mould

Cylinder

Screw

Heating 

elements

Motor

Hopper

Gearbox
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Manufacturing processes

Extrusion of stock-shapes

Haul-off-device

Plastic stock-

shape

Air or water cooling

Water cooling

Mould
Extruder

Heating 

elements

Melt phase length = 10 X 

thickness stock shape
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Extrusion of plates
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Effect of annealing on an 
Ertacetal® C ROD diameter 20 mm

As extruded

Not annealed

Annealed

Camber

The test consists of 

splitting a rod over its 

entire length (splitting 

into 2 halves of 180°). 

The 2 halves are then 

put with their ends 

against each other 

and the camber –

an index for the 

remaining internal 

stress level – is 

measured in the 

middle of the length.
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General rules

 Consider Rod as well as plate

 Machine equal to nit line

 If you have to machine 

pockets perform intermediate 

steps
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Example

Solutions

1. Use Cast Nylon Plate

2. Cut section from so that centre of 

extrusion is through symmetrical section.  

(90° to cut out)

3. Start with thickest plate and move 

extrusion line away from machined 

features

4. Machine slots/ grooves in opposite face.

Centerline of extrusion

Top and bottom bow

Caused by 

machining one side
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Annealing

Better flatness 

and tighter Tolerance capability

Extremely close–tolerance parts requiring

precision flatness and non-symmetrical

contour sometimes require intermediate

annealing between machining operations.

Improved flatness can be attained by rough

machining, annealing and finish machining

with a very light cut. Balanced machining on

both sides of the shape centerline can also

help prevent warpage.

Tips for annealing

 When pre-machining, leave enough oversize 

to allow machining to final sizes after 

annealing

 Fixturing parts to desired shape or flatness 

during the entire annealing cycle often proves 

advantageous

 Do not unfixture until parts have completed 

entire ennealing cycle and are cool to the 

touch

 Make sure that temperatures are uniform and 

within +/- 3°C all over the oven or the oil bath 

at all times during the annealing cycle

 Do tot take chort-cuts
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Stress relieving (1/2)

Recommended annealing

 When pre-machining, leave enough oversize to allow machining 

to final sizes after annealing

 Fixturing parts to desired shape or flatness during the entire 

annealing cycle often proves advantageous

 Do not unfixture until parts have completed entire 

ennealing cycle and are cool to the touch

 Make sure that temperatures are uniform and 

within +/- 3°C all over the oven or the oil bath 

at all times during the annealing cycle

 Do tot take chort-cuts

Tips for 

annealing ! 

T1: Head-up time (heating rate: 10 – 20°C / hour)

T2: Hold-time (depends on the wall thickness: 

10 minutes per mm part thickness)

T3: Cool-down time (cooling rate: 5 – 10°C / hour)

T4: Additional time required to establish normal room temperature 

(depends on the wall thickness: 3 minutes per mm part thickness)
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Materials Heat-up Hold temperature Hold-time (T2) Cool down Enwironment (*)

PA 10 – 20°C / h 150°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

POM 10 – 20°C / h 150°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

PET 10 – 20°C / h 150°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

PE-(U) HMW 10 – 20°C / h 80°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

PC 10 – 20°C / h 130°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air or nitrogen

PEEK 10 – 20°C / h 250°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

PPS 10 – 20°C / h 200°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air, nitrogen or oil

PPSU 10 – 20°C / h 200°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air or nitrogen

PEI 10 – 20°C / h 200°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air or nitrogen

PSU 10 – 20°C / h 170°C 10 min / mm 5 – 10°C / h air or nitrogen

Stress relieving (1/2)

Annealing guidelines

(*): When annealing in air, a more of less pronounced colour change of the outer surface is to be expected (particulary with nylons) – the thin oxidised surface-layer involved, however, is most of the 

time removed during further machining operations.
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Summary

When machining Mitsubishi Chemical Advance Materials stock Shapes 

remember...

 Thermal expansion is up to 10x greater with plastics than metals

 Plastics lose heat more slowly than metals, so avoid localized overheating

 Softening (and melting) temperatures of plastics are much lower than metals

 Plastics are much more elastic than metals

Because of these differences, you may wish to experiment with fixtures, 

tool materials, angles, speeds and feed rates to obtain

optimum results.
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Thanks


